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(54) INFORMATION DISPLAY PROCESSING DEVICE

(57) An information display processing device in-
cludes: an image input part which acquires a video signal
outputted from an external terminal; an image detector
which detects a to-be-highlighted image section from an
image indicated by the video signal acquired by the image
input part; an image processor which highlights the image

section detected by the image detector; and an image
display processor which performs processing so that the
image processed by the image processor is displayed
on a display device connected to the information display
processing device.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an information
display processing device which processes information
in a connected external terminal to display the informa-
tion on a display device provided separately from the
external terminal.

Background Art

[0002] A technique in which an external terminal such
as a cellular phone or a portable information terminal is
connected to an on-vehicle information display device
loaded into a car so that visual information from the ex-
ternal terminal is displayed on the on-vehicle information
display device has been described in Patent Document
1. According to the technique of Patent Document 1, the
external terminal generates a part or the whole of an im-
age to be displayed on a display of the external terminal
and transfers it to the on-vehicle information display de-
vice to display it. Incidentally, when the image to be dis-
played on the display of the external terminal is undesir-
able to the on-vehicle information display device, the ex-
ternal terminal generates an image to be appropriately
displayed on the on-vehicle information display device
and provides the image to the on-vehicle information dis-
play device.

Citation List

Patent Document

[0003] Patent Document 1: JP-T-2010-514604

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] For display of information on the on-vehicle in-
formation display device, it is preferable that the informa-
tion is displayed in a form easily viewable and easily un-
derstandable to a driver. However, as shown in Fig. 13,
a menu screen or the like for selecting an application in
the external terminal is not a screen which is easily view-
able to the driver when the screen is displayed on the
on-vehicle information display device as it is. Therefore,
in order to display a menu screen in a form easily viewable
and easily understandable to the driver on the on-vehicle
information display device, the external terminal needs
to process information forming the menu screen in the
external terminal to reconfigure the menu screen and pro-
vide the reconfigured menu screen to the on-vehicle in-
formation display device. However, it is undesirable for
the external terminal to perform such a process of recon-
figuring the menu screen because the load imposed on
the external terminal will increase.

[0005] An object of the invention is to provide an infor-
mation display processing device which performs
processing so that information in an external terminal is
displayed in a display form appropriate to a display device
provided separately from the external terminal.

Solution to Problem

[0006] The invention provides an information display
processing device including: an image input part which
acquires a video signal outputted from an external termi-
nal; an image detector which detects an image section
to be highlighted from an image indicated by the video
signal acquired by the image input part; an image proc-
essor which highlights the image section detected by the
image detector; and an image display processor which
performs processing so that the image processed by the
image processor is displayed on a display device con-
nected to the information display processing device.
[0007] The invention provides an information display
processing device including: an image input part which
acquires a video signal outputted from an external termi-
nal; an image detector which detects an image section
to be detected from an image indicated by the video sig-
nal acquired by the image input part; an operation con-
version portion which generates operation information
for the image section and converts the operation infor-
mation into operation for the video signal acquired by the
image input part; and an image display processor which
performs processing so that the image inputted from the
image input part is displayed on a display device con-
nected to the information display processing device.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] According to the information display processing
device according to the invention, processing can be
made so that information in an external terminal is dis-
played in a desired display form on a display device pro-
vided separately from the external terminal. As a result,
display in a form easily viewable and easily understand-
able to a user on the display device can be made without
provision of any special mechanism in the external ter-
minal.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the config-
uration of an information display processing device
and its periphery in an embodiment of the invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a view showing an example in which
a frame of each icon registered in an external termi-
nal information management portion 129 is highlight-
ed thickly.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) are views each showing
an example in which icons registered in the external
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terminal information management portion 129 are
enlarged while the color of a menu image as a whole
is lightened.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a view showing an example of con-
tents managed by the external terminal information
management portion 129 in the embodiment of the
invention.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing processing per-
formed by an image detector 128 in the embodiment
of the invention.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6(a) is a view showing an example of an
icon managed by the external terminal information
management portion 129, and Fig. 6(b) is a view
showing an example of an image of a menu screen
including the icon shown in (a).
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) are views each showing
an unsharply outlined icon and its size.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing processing per-
formed by an image processor 122 in the embodi-
ment of the invention.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a flow chart showing processing per-
formed by an operation conversion portion 125 in
the embodiment of the invention.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a view showing operation on a
position of coordinates (X, Y) 930 included in a region
of an icon 920 in a menu image 910 which is dis-
played on a display device 123 and which includes
images of highlighted icons.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a view showing operation on a
menu screen of an external terminal 100 based on
conversion of operation information in Fig. 10.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a sequence flow chart showing
an example of operating timing in each of the image
detector 128, the image processor 122 and the op-
eration conversion portion 125 in the embodiment of
the invention.
[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a view showing an example of the
menu screen displayed on a display screen of the
external terminal.
[Fig. 14] Fig. 14 is a view showing an example in
which a highlighted menu for urging the user to start
a specific application is displayed.
[Fig. 15] Fig. 15 is a view for explaining processing
performed by the operation conversion portion 125
in the case where the highlighted menu is displayed
on the information display processing device accord-
ing to the embodiment of the invention.
[Fig. 16] Fig. 16 is a sequence flow chart showing
another example of operating timing in each of the
image detector 128, the image processor 122 and
the operation conversion portion 125 in the embod-
iment of the invention. Description of Embodiments

[0010] An embodiment of the invention will be de-
scribed below with reference to the drawings.
[0011] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the configu-
ration of an information display processing device and
its periphery in an embodiment of the invention. As shown

in Fig. 1, an external terminal 100 has a video signal
output part 111 which outputs a video signal to the out-
side, and an operation signal input part 112 to which an
operation signal for the external terminal 100 is inputted
from an information display processing device 120 to
which the external terminal 100 is connected.
[0012] The external terminal 100 is a cellular phone, a
smartphone, a potable information terminal, a media
player such as an audio player or a video player, a port-
able navigation device, a notebook type personal com-
puter, or the like. The video signal outputted from the
video signal output part 111 of the external terminal 100
is, for example, a signal for displaying a menu screen
600 shown in Fig. 13 on a display device 123.
[0013] On the menu screen 600 shown in Fig. 13, 14
icons 610 and 5 frequently used tool icons 620 are dis-
played. Incidentally, each icon is an image section made
of characters, a graphic symbol or a combination of these.
[0014] The information display processing device 120
is connected to the aforementioned external terminal 100
so that the information display processing device 120
can communicate with the external terminal 100. The in-
formation display processing device 120 is connected
also to the display device 123 and a user interface (user
IF) 124. The display device 123 is a liquid crystal display
or the like which displays video corresponding to the vid-
eo signal transmitted from the information display
processing device 120.
[0015] The user interface (user IF) 124 is a pointing
device such as a touch panel, a mouse, a track ball or a
switch on a steering wheel, which accepts user’s opera-
tion on the information display processing device 120.
When the information display processing device 120 is
loaded into a car, a functional system such as a car nav-
igation system or an audio system may be included in
the information display processing device 120 or may be
connected to the information display processing device
120.
[0016] As shown in Fig. 1, the information display
processing device 120 has an image input part 121, an
image processor 122, an image display processor 127,
an operation conversion portion 125, an operation output
part 126, an image detector 128, and an external terminal
information management portion 129. Incidentally, for
example, the image processor 122, the operation con-
version portion 125, the image detector 128 and the ex-
ternal terminal information management portion 129 are
achieved by a CPU, an ROM and an RAM.
[0017] The CPU executes a computer program stored
in the ROM while using the RAM as a work area. The
image processor 122, the operation conversion portion
125, the image detector 128 and the external terminal
information management portion 129 may operate on
one and the same CPU.
[0018] The image input part 121 acquires a video sig-
nal from the external terminal 100 connected by wire such
as HDMI (registered trademark) or by wireless. Inciden-
tally, the video signal may be a motion image signal or
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may be a video signal based on a still image such as a
JPEG file.
[0019] The image processor 122 expands the video
signal acquired by the image input part 121 on the RAM
and outputs information on the RAM as a video signal to
the image display processor 127. Specifically, the image
processor 122 processes the video signal so that video
(video or image indicated by the video signal) is displayed
in an appropriate size or layout to the display device 123.
[0020] For example, even when the menu screen
shown in Fig. 13 is displayed on the display (not shown)
of the external terminal 100, the image processor 122
performs processing by using information of a specific
application managed by the external terminal information
management portion 129 so that an icon of the specific
application is highlighted on the display device 123 (high-
light processing). Detailed operation of the image proc-
essor 122 will be described later with reference to a flow
chart shown in Fig. 8.
[0021] A method of enlarging the icon, a method of
attaching a highlighted frame to the icon, a method of
displaying a highlighted icon with a different color or de-
sign, a method of suppressing other icons by hiding the
other icons or by lightening the colors of the other icons,
and the like, inclusively of combinations of these meth-
ods, are thought of as a processing method for highlight-
ing the icon which method is performed by the image
processor 122. Fig. 2 is a view showing an example in
which frames of icons registered in the external terminal
information management portion 129 are highlighted
thickly.
[0022] Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are views showing examples
in which the color of the menu image as a whole is light-
ened and icons registered in the external terminal infor-
mation management portion 129 are enlarged. Particu-
larly in the example shown in Fig. 3(b), up to 4 icons can
be enlarged on one screen but 5 or more icons are de-
tected. In Fig. 3(b), 4 icons are enlarged and the presence
of additional pages for displaying other icons is indicated
by arrows 840 and 850.
[0023] A highlighted menu may be displayed as anoth-
er processing method for highlight display. An example
in which a highlighted menu is displayed will be described
with reference to Fig. 14.
Fig. 14 is a view showing an example of a highlighted
menu 1401 for urging the user to start a specific applica-
tion. As shown in Fig. 14, the highlighted menu 1401 is
a menu for urging the user to start a specific application
or urging the user to select a next process in the infor-
mation display processing device 120 or the external ter-
minal 100.
[0024] Use of the highlighted menu display is effective
when there is only one specific application in the video
signal acquired by the image input part 121 or when there
is a high-priority specific application included in the video
signal acquired by the image input part 121. In this case,
the user can start the specific application by operating a
"Yes" button 1402. Or when the user operates a "No"

button 1403, the highlighted menu 1401 may be removed
so that icons of other specific applications can be high-
lighted like the display contents illustrated in Fig. 3.
[0025] The image display processor 127 performs
processing so that the menu image processed for high-
lighting icons by the image processor 122 is displayed
on the display device 123. Incidentally, it is desirable that
the same video as in the screen of the external terminal
100 can be displayed on the display device 123.
[0026] The operation conversion portion 125 acquires
information of operation performed on the user interface
124 and expands the information on the RAM. Specifi-
cally, the operation conversion portion 125 determines
whether the operation on the user interface 124 is an
operation for the highlighted icon or not, based on the
information managed by the external terminal informa-
tion management portion 129. When the operation is an
operation for the highlighted icon, the operation conver-
sion portion 125 converts the operation information into
operation information for the icon before highlighting and
expands the operation information on the RAM.
[0027] For example, when the user interface 124 is a
pointing device such as a touch panel, the operation con-
version portion 125 acquires coordinate information of
the designated operation position. The acquired coordi-
nate information is information for an image of the icon
size-converted and arranged by the image processor
122. Therefore, the operation conversion portion 125
converts the coordinate information into operation infor-
mation for the menu screen indicated by the video signal.
Detailed operation of the operation conversion portion
125 will be described later with reference to a flow chart
shown in Fig. 9.
[0028] The operation output part 126 outputs informa-
tion of the operation target, operation contents, etc. ex-
panded from the operation conversion portion 125 onto
the RAM as an operation signal to the external terminal
100 by wire communication using USB HID (Human In-
terface Device) class, etc. or by wireless communication
using Bluetooth (registered trademark) HID profile, etc.
[0029] The image detector 128 confirms whether the
video signal acquired by the image input part 121 is an
instruction screen (menu screen) to start specific appli-
cations or not, and detects icons of specific applications
included in the screen. With respect to the specific ap-
plications, a car navigation software, a music playback
software, etc. are thought of as functions used in the car.
[0030] Incidentally, information of specific applications
to be detected by the image detector 128 is registered in
the external terminal information management portion
129 in advance. On the other hand, the image detector
128 registers information of specific applications detect-
ed from the menu screen in the external terminal infor-
mation management portion 129. Detailed operation of
the image detector 128 will be described later with refer-
ence to a flow chart shown in Fig. 5.
[0031] The external terminal information management
portion 129 stores information of specific applications to
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be detected by the image detector 128. The external ter-
minal information management portion 129 records op-
eration for a specific application detected by the opera-
tion conversion portion 125. Accordingly, operation of the
specific application on the user interface 124 is managed
on the information display processing device 120.
[0032] An example of management contents of the ex-
ternal terminal information management portion 129 will
be described below in detail with reference to Fig. 4. As
shown in Fig. 4, the contents managed by the external
terminal information management portion 129 are "type",
"item" and "format".
[0033] The type is classified into "application", "icon",
"input image" and "display image". For example, when
the type is "application", management items "application
name", "application type" and "active (or not)" are man-
aged.
[0034] With respect to each data format, "string" (char-
acter string), "O or X" (with or without, yes or no, etc.),
"data" (binary data) or "numerical value" is designated
as shown in the column "format". Incidentally, the de-
scription "(w, h)" in Fig. 4 shows a combination of two
numerical values "w" and "h".
[0035] Contents managed in the line (201) of the type
"application" will be described below. The contents are
set in the external terminal information management por-
tion 129 in advance.

• Application name (character string showing the
name of the application)

• Application type (character string showing the type
of the application such as navigation (navi), audio
player (audio), video player (video), etc.)

• Active (It indicates whether the application is active
or not. Inactive (e.g. X) is set as an initial value.)

[0036] Contents managed in the line (202) of the type
"icon" will be described below. The contents are set in
the external terminal information management portion
129 in advance.

• Image data (binary data of the icon or its storage
place)

• Size (the respective numbers of pixels in height (h)
and width (w) of the icon)

[0037] Part of contents (which are information of the
application and in the line (203) of the type "input image")
managed by the external terminal information manage-
ment portion 129 are updated by the image detector 128.
Contents managed in the line (203) of the type "input
image" will be described below.

• Size (the respective numbers of pixels in height (hi)
and width (wi) of the icon displayed on the menu
screen indicated by the video signal)

• Position (the respective positions of height (yi) and
width (xi) of the icon displayed on the menu screen

indicated by the video signal)
• With or without (It shows whether the icon is dis-

played on the menu screen indicated by the video
signal or not.)

[0038] The external terminal information management
portion 129 may manage image data of the icons extract-
ed from the video signal in addition to the above descrip-
tion.
[0039] Information of respective applications con-
cerned with display images displayed on the display de-
vice 123 is updated by the image processor 122. Con-
tents managed in the line (204) of the type "display im-
age" will be described below.

• Size (the respective numbers of pixels in height (hd)
and width (wd) of the icon displayed in the display
image)

• Position (the respective positions of height (yd) and
width (xd) of the icon displayed in the display image)

• With or without (It shows whether the icon is dis-
played in the display image or not.)

[0040] Other than the above description, image data
of the icon processed by the image processor 122 and
displayed on the display device 123 may be managed.
[0041] The columns 205 to 207 shown in Fig. 4 show
examples of setting values. The fact is indicated that the
icon is enlarged and displayed in the display image (line
204) because a menu screen including a navigation soft-
ware (205) and an audio player (206) is inputted from the
external terminal 100 (line203). The video player (207)
is not included in the input image (line 203).
[0042] Processing performed by the image detector
128 will be described below in detail with reference to a
flow chart shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5, the image
detector 128 first converts a video signal corresponding
to the menu screen acquired by the image input part 121
into an image (step S301). Then, the image detector 128
detects respective icons of specific applications regis-
tered in the external terminal information management
portion 129 from the converted image of the menu screen
(step S303).
[0043] Incidentally, for example, the image detector
128 calculates a difference between an image of the icon
of each color or gray-scaled specific application and the
image of the menu screen while scanning the whole im-
age, and detects each place where the difference is
smaller than a predetermined value as an icon-detected
place.
[0044] However, the specific detection method for de-
tecting respective icons of specific applications from an
image corresponding to the converted menu screen is
not limited to the aforementioned method of calculating
while scanning. That is, a method of detecting a range
(in position and size) of presence of each icon image in
the converted image may be used.
[0045] By step S303, icons included in the image of
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the menu screen are detected among icons of specific
applications registered in the external terminal informa-
tion management portion 129. A range (in position and
size) of presence of each icon on the menu image be-
comes clear. The image detector 128 stores the position
and size of each icon detected by the step S303 as de-
tected information in the external terminal information
management portion 129 (step S305). In the step S305,
respective items in the line (203) of "input image" shown
in Fig. 4 are updated.
[0046] Incidentally, when respective items in the line
(203) of "input image" shown in Fig. 4 are updated, the
columns (205) to (207) may be updated at once (in par-
allel) or may be updated one by one successively.
[0047] Fig. 6(a) is a view showing an example of an
icon managed by the external terminal information man-
agement portion 129. Fig. 6(b) is a view showing an ex-
ample of the image of the menu screen including the icon
shown in Fig. 6(a). The size of the icon 710 shown in Fig.
6(a) is h pixels high and w pixels wide.
[0048] In the case of a sharply outlined icon as repre-
sented by the icon 710, the coordinates of the position
of the icon 710 on the image 700 of the menu screen
shown in Fig. 6(b) can be expressed as (xi, yi). Inciden-
tally, the size of each icon managed by the external ter-
minal information management portion 129 may be dif-
ferent from the size of a corresponding icon on the image
700 of the menu screen as long as a method by which
the icon can detected in spite of the difference in size is
used. As to the way to determine the coordinates of the
position, the coordinates of the position may be deter-
mined by the image detector 128 or may be managed by
the external terminal information management portion
129 in accordance with each icon.
[0049] Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) are views each showing an
unsharply outlined icon and its size. In the case of an
icon 720 containing a figure only as shown in Fig. 7(a),
the coordinates (xi, yi) of the position of the icon 720 may
be determined so that the center of the figure detected
on the image 700 of the menu screen coincides with the
center of a region h pixels high and w pixels wide because
the icon 720 is unsharply outlined. Also in the case of an
icon 730 containing characters only as shown in Fig. 7(b),
the coordinates (xi, yi) of the position of the icon 730 may
be determined so that the lower side and lateral center
of the characters detected on the image 700 of the menu
screen coincide with the lower side and lateral center of
the icon respectively because the icon 730 is unsharply
outlined likewise.
[0050] Processing performed by the image processor
122 will be described below in detail with reference to a
flow chart shown in Fig. 8. The image processor 122 per-
forms image processing and rearrangement of icons of
applications managed by the external terminal informa-
tion management portion 129 and included in the image
of the menu screen indicated by the video signal, and
outputs a menu image different from the menu screen
indicated by the video signal to the image display proc-

essor 127.
[0051] As shown in Fig. 8, the image processor 122
first acquires the screen size indicated by the video signal
acquired by the image input part 121, and processes a
menu image (step S401). To superpose icon images on
the video signal for display, the image processor 122
processes the video signal, for example, by reducing
brightness if necessary so that visibility of the icons is
not spoiled.
[0052] Then, the image processor 122 acquires infor-
mation of icons included in the input image stored in the
external terminal information management portion 129
(step S402). Specifically, the image processor 122 ac-
quires image data and size information (202) of icons
which are designated by the reference numeral 202 and
are corresponding to icons in which the item "with or with-
out" in the line (203) of "input image" shown in Fig. 4 is
O (the icon is included in the input image). Incidentally,
if image data of the icons extracted from the input image
indicated by the video signal are managed by the external
terminal information management portion 129, the image
processor 122 may acquire the extracted image data.
[0053] Then, the image processor 122 converts the
size of each icon acquired in the step S402, and arranges
the size-converted icon image on the menu image proc-
essed in the step 401 (step S403). Because the screen
size indicated by the video signal has been acquired in
the step 401, the image processor 122 can determine
arrangement of icons on the menu image when the max-
imum number of displayed icon images and the display
size thereof are determined in advance.
[0054] Then, the image processor 122 stores the sizes
of size-converted icon images and the positions thereof
on the menu image in the external terminal information
management portion 129 (step S404). Specifically, the
image processor 122 stores the sizes and positions of
the size-converted icons in the line (204) of "display im-
age" shown in Fig. 4, and sets the item "with or without"
as O (the icons are highlighted). Incidentally, because
the number of size-converted icons allowed to be ar-
ranged on the menu screen is limited, the image proces-
sor 122 repeats the steps S401 to S404 and terminates
processing when the number of icons arranged on the
menu screen reaches a maximum number. Incidentally,
when the number of icons reaches the maximum number,
the following methods 1 and 2 may be performed.
[0055] Method 1. Priorities of applications are set in
the external terminal information management portion
129, so that the image processor 122 acquires informa-
tion of icons in order of the priorities of the applications.
As a result, icons of high-priority applications are abso-
lutely displayed.
[0056] Incidentally, priorities of applications may be
defined directly in accordance with the applications by
the external terminal information management portion
129 or correspondence of priorities with the items "appli-
cation name" and "application type" in the line (201) of
"application" may be defined separately. For example,
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when the priority of an application whose "application
type" is "navigation" is set high, the icon of the application
is displayed preferentially.
[0057] Method 2. The menu image is generated from
a plurality of page screens, so that the image processor
122 performs processing so that icons of applications
exceeding the aforementioned maximum number of dis-
played icon images are displayed on a second page
screen and page screens after the second page screen.
[0058] Because icons included in the menu screen in-
dicated by the video signal and registered in the external
terminal information management portion 129 are proc-
essed and rearranged by the image processor 122 in this
manner, a menu image easily viewable and easily un-
derstandable to the viewer is displayed on the display
device 123. Incidentally, when the number of icons to be
displayed is large, the icons may be selected in accord-
ance with priority or may be displayed on a plurality of
pages.
[0059] Although the image processor 122 acquires in-
formation of icons included in the input image from the
external terminal information management portion 129
in the step S402 in the above description, the image proc-
essor 122 may one-by-one acquire information of all
icons registered in the external terminal information man-
agement portion 129 based on priorities of applications
or the like. Incidentally, the sequence of acquiring infor-
mation of icons need not be limited to priorities and may
be determined in advance.
[0060] In this manner, when information of icons reg-
istered in the external terminal information management
portion 129 is included in the menu screen indicated by
the video signal, icons of all applications registered in the
external terminal information management portion 129
can be displayed on a plurality of pages.
[0061] Processing performed by the operation conver-
sion portion 125 will be described below in detail with
reference to a flow chart shown in Fig. 9. The operation
conversion portion 125 acquires information of operation
performed on the user interface 124 (step S501).
[0062] Then, the operation conversion portion 125
searches the external terminal information management
portion 129 for an icon as an object of the operation in-
formation (step S502). When the position indicated by
the operation information is included in the range in po-
sition and size designated in the line (204) of "display
image" shown in Fig. 4, the operation conversion portion
125 determines the icon as an object of the operation.
That is, the operation conversion portion 125 determines
whether an icon registered in the external terminal infor-
mation management portion 129 is operated or not (step
S503).
[0063] When determination in the step S503 results in
that the icon is not operated, the operation conversion
portion 125 terminates processing without doing any-
thing. Incidentally, on this occasion, the operation con-
version portion 125 may output information for canceling
the operation or may output the operation directly as op-

eration information for the video signal without conver-
sion of the operation.
[0064] On the other hand, when determination in the
step S503 results in that the icon is operated, the oper-
ation conversion portion 125 calculates a position relative
to the position indicated by the operation information for
the icon displayed on the display device 123 (step S504).
Then, the operation conversion portion 125 converts the
calculated relative position into an original position on
the menu screen indicated by the video signal (step
S505). The operation conversion portion 125 sends in-
formation indicating the position converted in the step
S505 to the operation output part 126 (step S506).
[0065] When the step S506 is performed, the operation
conversion portion 125 registers in the external terminal
information management portion 129 the fact that an ap-
plication corresponding to the icon as an object of the
operation is active. Specifically, the operation conversion
portion 125 registers the fact that the application is active
(O), for the item of "active" in the line (201) shown in Fig. 4.
[0066] Processing performed by the operation conver-
sion portion 125 in the case where the highlighted menu
1401 shown in Fig. 14 is displayed will be described with
reference to Fig. 15. When the highlighted menu 1401
shown in Fig. 14 is displayed, correspondence of an icon
(in this case, the icon is an icon of Navi because the
highlighted menu 1401 is "Navi" in the example shown
in Fig. 14) registered in the external terminal information
management portion 129 with the "Yes" button 1402 can
be established, for example, by such processing that the
relative position indicated by operation information on
the "Yes" button 1402 is converted into the center position
of a corresponding icon 1502.
[0067] That is, when an arbitrary point 1501 on the
"Yes" button 1402 is operated in the determination in the
step S503 as to whether the "Yes" button 1402 or "No"
button 1403 is operated or not, recognition as if a center
point 1503 of the corresponding icon 1502 were operated
may be performed in the step S504, and conversion
processing as if a center point 1505 of the icon on an
original menu screen 1504 indicated by the video signal
were operated may be performed in the step S505.
[0068] Conversion of operation information by the op-
eration conversion portion 125 will be described in detail
with reference to Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 shows an op-
eration on a position of coordinates (X, Y) 930 included
in a region of an icon 920 in an icon image-highlighted
menu image 910 displayed on the display device 123.
Fig. 11 shows an operation on a menu screen of the
external terminal 100 in accordance with conversion of
operation information in Fig. 10.
[0069] The icon 920 shown in Fig. 10 is displayed with
a size (wd, hd) in a position (xd, yd) in the menu image
910. As shown in Fig. 11, an icon 950 corresponding to
the application of the icon 920 is displayed with a size
(wi, hi) in a position (xi, yi) on the menu screen 940 of
the external terminal 100. Therefore, the operation con-
version portion 125 calculates coordinates (x, y) 960 on
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the menu screen 940 corresponding to the coordinates
(X, Y) 930.
[0070] First, whether the coordinates (X, Y) 930 indi-
cate an operation on the icon 920 or not, can be deter-
mined by whether the X and Y values of the coordinates
(X, Y) satisfy the following conditions or not. 

[0071] The operation conversion portion 125 applies
the determination to all icons of display images (240)
managed by the external terminal information manage-
ment portion 129. When an icon (application) as an object
of the operation is determined, the operation conversion
portion 125 registers the fact that the application is active
(O) due to the operation, in the item "active" in the line
(201) shown in Fig. 4 in the external terminal information
management portion 129.
[0072] Then, the operation conversion portion 125 cal-
culates coordinates (x, y) 960 on the menu screen 940
corresponding to the coordinates (X, Y) 930. First, a po-
sition (x1, y1) on the icon 920 corresponding to the co-
ordinates (X, Y) 930 is calculated according to the fol-
lowing expressions. 

[0073] Accordingly, the x and y values of the coordi-
nates (x, y) 960 are given by the following expressions. 

[0074] The operation conversion portion 125 sends in-
formation of the coordinates (x, y) 960 calculated accord-
ing to the aforementioned expressions to the operation
output part 126.
[0075] An example of operating timing in each of the
image detector 128, the image processor 122 and the
operation conversion portion 125 provided in the infor-
mation display processing device 120 according to the

aforementioned embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to Fig. 12. Although the image detector 128, the
image processor 122 and the operation conversion por-
tion 125 may perform processing respectively as the oc-
casion demands, the initial state in the example shown
in Fig. 12 is set as follows.

• Image detector 128: does not perform processing
• Image processor 122: outputs an image indicated

by the video signal as it is without performing any
processing (step S1121)

• Operation conversion portion 125: waits for opera-
tion (step S1101)

[0076] Acquisition of information of any operation by
the operation conversion portion 125 triggers start of
processing. Upon acquisition of information of any oper-
ation, the operation conversion portion 125 sends an in-
struction to the image detector 128 to perform image de-
tection 1111 (step S1131). When the operation conver-
sion portion 125 receives a result of the image detection
from the image detector 128 (step S1132) and a specific
application is detected in the operation conversion por-
tion 125 as a result of the image detection in the step
S1111 (step S1102), there is a high possibility that the
image indicated by the video signal will be a menu image.
For this reason, the operation conversion portion 125
sends an instruction to the image processor 122 to per-
form image conversion 1122 (step S1133).
[0077] Upon reception of the instruction, the image
processor 122 performs image conversion (step S1122)
and displays the converted image on the display device
123. Further, the operation conversion portion 125 waits
for operation (step S1103). Because the inputted oper-
ation is an operation for the image converted by the image
processor 122 in the step S1122, the operation conver-
sion portion 125 applies conversion of operation infor-
mation to the inputted operation (step S1104).
[0078] After conversion of operation information is
completed (step S1104), the operation conversion por-
tion 125 sends an instruction to the image processor 122
(step S1134) to terminate the image conversion (step
S1122). The image processor 122 continuously outputs
the image indicated by the video signal as it is (step
S1121).
[0079] When there is no specific application detected
in the operation conversion portion 125 as a result of the
image detection in the step S1111 (step S1102), there
is a low possibility that the image indicated by the video
signal will be a menu image.
[0080] For this reason, the image processor 122 con-
tinuously outputs the image indicated by the video signal
as it is without performing any processing (step S1121),
so that the operation conversion portion 125 outputs the
operation information as it is without conversion of the
operation information (step S1105). When there is an
instruction to terminate conversion of operation informa-
tion (step S1106), the operation conversion portion 125
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goes back to the step S1101 to wait for operation again.
[0081] For example, the instruction to terminate con-
version of operation information in the step S1106 can
be judged from the following operations 1 to 3.

1. Conversion is terminated (step S1106) when a
specific physical button is pushed down.
2. Conversion is terminated (step S1106) when a
predetermined time has passed after the first or last
input operation is outputted as it is (step S1105).
3. Conversion is terminated (step S1106) by a spe-
cific operation such as an operation of moving (flick-
ing) a finger laterally largely on the touch panel.

[0082] The information display processing device 120
performs the following operations A to D by a processing
procedure shown in Fig. 12.

A. When there is an operation input from the user,
the image detector 128 starts so that an icon is high-
lighted when a specific application is detected.
B. When the icon is highlighted, the operation con-
version portion 125 converts operation so that the
user can operate the highlighted screen.
C. When there is no icon to be highlighted, the op-
eration conversion portion 125 outputs operation
without conversion so that the user can operate the
original input image which is not converted.
D. When there is an instruction to terminate conver-
sion, processing goes back to the operation A.

[0083] Another example of operating timing in each of
the image detector 128, the image processor 122 and
the operation conversion portion 125 provided in the in-
formation display processing device 120 according to this
embodiment will be described with reference to Fig. 16.
The initial state in the example shown in Fig. 16 is the
same as the initial state in the example shown in Fig. 12.
[0084] In the example shown in Fig. 12, when a specific
application is detected in the step S1102, the operation
conversion portion 125 sends an instruction to the image
processor 122 to perform image conversion 1122 (step
S1133). However, in the example shown in Fig. 16, the
operation conversion portion 125 determines the specific
application as a desired application automatically. For
this reason, the operation conversion portion 125 does
not send any instruction to the image processor 122 to
perform image conversion 1122 but generates virtual op-
eration information for selecting a specific application
(step S1603) and converts the operation information
(step S1104).
[0085] The information display processing device 120
performs the following operations A to C by a processing
procedure shown in Fig. 16.

A. When there is an operation input from the user,
the image detector 128 starts to detect a specific
application.

B. The operation conversion portion 125 generates
operation for the detected specific application auto-
matically and converts the operation.
C. The user does not have to operate the specific
application in person but can acquire a result of op-
eration automatically.

[0086] As described above, in accordance with the em-
bodiment of the invention, processing can be made so
that information in an external terminal is displayed in a
desired display form on a display device provided sepa-
rately from the external terminal.
[0087] For example, one of the desired display forms
is highlighting. According to the information display
processing device 120 in this embodiment, the image
detector 128 detects icons of specific applications to be
highlighted from the video signal acquired from the ex-
ternal terminal 100 by the image input part 121 and the
image processor 122 performs processing for highlight-
ing images of the detected icons and superposes the
images of the icons on the video signal. Accordingly, an
image easily viewable and easily understandable to the
user can be displayed on the display device 123 without
any special mechanism provided in the external terminal
100.
[0088] The term "special mechanism" mentioned here-
in means a mechanism in which the external terminal
100 per se performs image processing in addition to the
display form in accordance with a request (to give priority
to easily viewable display or to give priority to display
easy to determine menu icons) of the display device con-
nected to the external terminal 100. Because it is not
necessary to provide any special mechanism in the ex-
ternal terminal 100, the user can use a general-purpose
terminal as the external terminal.
[0089] The operation conversion portion 125 converts
operation information on an icon highlighted on the dis-
play device 123 into operation information for the video
signal received by the image input part 121 before high-
lighting, and sends the operation information back to the
external terminal 100. Accordingly, the user can operate
the external terminal 100 by operating the highlighted
icon on a touch panel or the like.
[0090] The external terminal information management
portion 129 manages icons to be highlighted. Further,
the image detector 128 detects icons to be highlighted
by referring to the external terminal information manage-
ment portion 129. Accordingly, when icons to be high-
lighted are registered in the external terminal information
management portion 129 at any time as the occasion
demands, desired icons can be highlighted on the display
device 123.
[0091] The external terminal information management
portion 129 further manages position coordinates and
sizes of to-be-highlighted icons detected by the image
detector 128 and position coordinates and sizes of to-
be-highlighted icons highlighted by the image processor
122. Accordingly, information of user’s operation on the
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menu image displayed on the display device 123 can be
converted into information of operation on the video sig-
nal from the external terminal 100 before highlighting so
that the user can operate the external terminal 100.
[0092] According to the embodiment of the invention,
information in the external terminal 100 can be displayed
in a desired display form on the display device 123 pro-
vided separately from the external terminal 100 without
user’s direct operation.
[0093] For example, when the desired display form is
a specific application execution screen, in accordance
with the information display processing device 120 ac-
cording to this embodiment, the image detector 128 de-
tects an icon of a specific application to be highlighted
from the video signal acquired from the external terminal
100 by the image input part 121, and the operation con-
version portion 125 generates operation information for
the detected icon automatically, converts the operation
information into operation information for the video signal
(received by the image input part 121) before highlight-
ing, and sends the converted operation information back
to the external terminal 100. Accordingly, a start-up
screen of a desired specific application can be automat-
ically displayed on the display device 123 as a result of
operation on an icon without user’s operating a displayed
icon.
[0094] Although the invention has been described in
detail and with reference to specific embodiments, it is
obvious to those skilled in the art that various changes
or modifications may be made without departing from the
spirit and scope of the invention.
[0095] The present application is based on Japanese
Patent Application (Japanese Patent Application No.
2011-244827) filed on November 8, 2011, the contents
of which are incorporated herein by reference.

Industrial Applicability

[0096] The information display processing device ac-
cording to the invention is useful as an information display
processing device etc. to which an external terminal such
as a cellular phone or a smartphone is connected and
which processes a video signal to display video. For ex-
ample, the information display processing device is use-
ful as an on-vehicle information display processing de-
vice loaded in a car.

Reference Signs List

[0097]

100 external terminal
111 video signal output part
112 operation signal input part
120 information display processing device
121 image input part
122 image processor
123 display device

124 user interface (user IF)
125 operation conversion portion
126 operation output part
127 image display processor
128 image detector
129 external terminal information management por-

tion

Claims

1. An information display processing device compris-
ing:

an image input part that acquires a video signal
outputted from an external terminal;
an image detector that detects an image section
to be highlighted from an image indicated by the
video signal acquired by the image input part;
an image processor that highlights the image
section detected by the image detector; and
an image display processor that performs
processing so that the image processed by the
image processor is displayed on a display de-
vice connected to the information display
processing device.

2. The information display processing device according
to claim 1, further comprising:

an operation conversion portion that is connect-
ed to a user interface accepting a user’s opera-
tion,
wherein when the operation conversion portion
acquires operation information inputted from the
user interface, the operation conversion portion
converts the operation information into opera-
tion for the video signal acquired by the image
input part.

3. The information display processing device according
to claim 1, further comprising:

an external terminal information management
portion that manages the image section to be
highlighted on the display device,
wherein the image detector detects the image
section by referring to the image section to be
highlighted which is managed by the external
terminal information management portion.

4. The information display processing device according
to claim 3, further comprising:

an operation conversion portion that is connect-
ed to a user interface accepting a user’s opera-
tion and that converts operation information in-
putted from the user interface,
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wherein the image detector registers position
coordinates where the image to be highlighted
is detected and the size of the image in the ex-
ternal terminal information management por-
tion;
wherein the image processor registers position
coordinates of the image after highlighting of the
image to be highlighted and the size of the image
in the external terminal information manage-
ment portion; and
wherein the operation conversion portion con-
verts the operation information for the image
section after highlighting of the image to be high-
lighted into operation information before high-
lighting of the image section to be highlighted
based on the position coordinates where the im-
age section to be highlighted which is managed
by the external terminal information manage-
ment portion is detected and the size of the im-
age and the position coordinates of the image
section after highlighting of the image to be high-
lighted and the size of the image.

5.  An information display processing device compris-
ing:

an image input part that acquires a video signal
outputted from an external terminal;
an image detector that detects an image section
to be detected from an image indicated by the
video signal acquired by the image input part;
an operation conversion portion that generates
operation information for the image section and
converts the operation information into opera-
tion for the video signal acquired by the image
input part; and
an image display processor that performs
processing so that the image inputted from the
image input part is displayed on a display device
connected to the information display processing
device.
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